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I. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION1

Q. Please state your name and business address.2

A. Malcolm J. Quick, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois, 60563.3

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?4

A. I am the Manager of Rate Design for Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas 5

Company (“Nicor Gas” or the “Company”).6

Q. Are you the same Malcolm Quick that provided direct and supplemental direct 7

testimony in this matter?8

A. Yes.9

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY10

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?11

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to issues raised and recommendations 12

proposed by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) Staff (“Staff”) 13

witnesses Richard Zuraski, Burma Jones, and John Hendrickson, as well as those made 14

by the State of Illinois Attorney General (“AG”) witness Philip Mosenthal and the15

Environmental Law and Policy Center (“ELPC”) witness Geoffrey Crandall.  16

Specifically, I will be addressing Staff and Intervenors recommendations to alter the 17

budget limitation cap, therm reduction goals and proposed changes to Rider 30.  I 18

emphasize that Nicor Gas’ failure to respond to a particular issue raised by Staff or the 19

Intervenors should not be construed as an endorsement of those issues.20
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS21

Q. What conclusions and recommendations have you drawn from your review of Staff 22

and Intervenor testimony?23

A. I make the following conclusions and recommendations:24

1. Nicor Gas’ proposed budget limitation of $46.9 million per year and 25

$140.8 million over the 3-year reporting period, as shown in Nicor Gas 26

Exhibit 3.2, complies with Section 8-104(d) of the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”) 27

and should be accepted by the Commission.28

2. Nicor Gas’ determination of the therm goals over the 3-year reporting period, as 29

shown in Nicor Gas Exhibit 3.3, is in compliance with Section 8-104(c) of the Act30

and should be accepted by the Commission.31

3. The Commission should reject Staff witness Jones’ proposal to prohibit the 32

recovery of incentive compensation costs for employees directly employed in 33

administering the Energy Efficiency Plan (“EEP”) because the Act specifically 34

provides for cost recovery through a rider.35

4. With respect to Nicor Gas’ and Staff’s varying opinions on the recovery of the 36

final reconciliation amount for Rider 29, Energy Efficiency Plan, I recommend 37

that the final decision be left for Nicor Gas and Staff to determine at the time the 38

magnitude of the amount is determined.39
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IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN BUDGET LIMITATION40

Q. What are the issues surrounding the Act’s Section 8-104(d), which provides for a 41

dollar limit on the amount of money spent on energy efficiency measures under a 42

utility’s energy efficiency plan?43

A. I believe that there are two issues related to the budget limitation specified in the Act.  44

The first issue is how the dollar amount of the budget should be determined.  The second 45

issue is the impact this amount has on Nicor Gas’ ratepayers.46

Q. What does Section 8-104(d) state?47

A. Section 8-104(d) states:48

(d) Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection (c) of this 49
Section, a natural gas utility shall limit the amount of energy 50
efficiency implemented in any 3-year reporting period established 51
by subsection (f) of Section 8-104 of this Act, by an amount 52
necessary to limit the estimated average increase in the amounts 53
paid by retail customers in connection with natural gas service to 54
no more than 2% in the applicable 3-year reporting period.  The 55
energy savings requirements in subsection (c) of this Section may 56
be reduced by the Commission for the subject plan, if the utility 57
demonstrates by substantial evidence that it is highly unlikely that 58
the requirements could be achieved without exceeding the 59
applicable spending limits in any 3-year reporting period.  No later 60
than September 1, 2013, the Commission shall review the 61
limitation on the amount of energy efficiency measures 62
implemented pursuant to this Section and report to the General 63
Assembly, in the report required by subsection (k) of this Section, 64
its findings as to whether that limitation unduly constrains the 65
procurement of energy efficiency measures.66

220 ILCS 5/8-104(d)67

Q. Regarding the statutory budget limitation for a gas utility’s energy efficiency 68

program, what issue has led to conflicting calculations of the appropriate dollar 69

amount?70
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A. Subsection (d) provides that the budget cannot be greater than 2% of the amount paid by 71

retail customers over the 3-year reporting period.  However, nowhere in Section 8-104 is 72

there a definition of a retail customer, which allows parties to create their own definition.73

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ understanding of the term retail customers?74

A. Nicor Gas has defined retail customers to include those customers for whom Nicor Gas 75

purchases and delivers natural gas commodity to plus those residential and small 76

commercial customers who use Alternative Retail Gas Suppliers to obtain their gas 77

supply.  Retail customers do not include large customers that purchase their own gas 78

supply on the open market or use the services of third-parties to do so.  Nicor Gas 79

considers these wholesale customers.  The Company believes that its definition of the 80

terms retail and wholesale are in line with the legislative intent of Section 8-104(d).81

Q. To what legislative intent is the Company referring? 82

A. The intent is evidenced by the legislative discussion cited by Staff witness Zuraski in a 83

footnote (Staff Ex 2.0, 3:fn 1):  84

Reitz:  “That’s correct.  On the gas efficiency provisions, I’d like 85
to make sure that all of us understand how the charges to 86
customers will be calculated.  There are some customers such as 87
merchant electric generators who purchase all or part of their gas at 88
wholesale and then transport that gas over to the distribution 89
systems of the local gas utility.  When the utility is calculating the 90
charge to customers, will the utility include the cost of gas that is 91
purchased by the user at wholesale?”92

Flider:  “No.”93

Reitz:  “Stated differently, does the legislation intend to cover for 94
the purpose of assessing charges, service revenues and retail gas 95
commodity purchases, but exclude wholesale gas purchases?”96
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Flider:  “Yes.”97

Reitz:  “So, what is excluded is the wholesale commodity cost, the 98
utilities cost for transportation for that wholesale commodity is 99
included, right?”100

Flier:  “That’s correct, yes.”101

Reitz:  “And you were talking about excluding only wholesale 102
commodity purchases, retail gas purchases for public utilities and 103
certified alternative gas suppliers are included, right?”104

Flider:  “Yes.”105

(State of Illinois, 96th G.A., House of Rep., 63rd Legis. Day, Tr. at 181-82 (May 28, 106

2009).  Available at http://www.ilga.gov/house/transcripts/htrans96/09600063.pdf ).107

Q. Do you believe this definition of retail is consistent with the common understanding 108

of the term?109

A. Yes.  For example, Webster’s Third International Dictionary (1986 edition, page 1938) 110

defines retail as, “the sale of commodities or goods in small quantities to ultimate 111

consumers.”  Thus, the exclusion of large customers who purchase their own gas supplies 112

would be consistent with this definition.113

Q. Given this definition of retail customers, how did Nicor Gas determine the budget 114

limitation referred to in Section 8-104(d)?115

A. As was shown in Nicor Gas Exhibit 3.2, Nicor Gas began with its 2009 revenue, minus 116

any revenues that are unrelated to providing gas service, and subtracted out revenues 117

from customers that applied for and were approved by the Illinois Department of 118

Commerce and Economic Opportunity (“DCEO”) to be exempt or self-directed from the 119

Section 8-104 requirements as provided by subsection (m) of Section 8-104.  Nicor Gas 120
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added in an implied amount of commodity costs for its Customer Select customers that 121

are residential and small commercial customers.  However, it did not add in an implied 122

commodity cost for other transportation customers.  As shown on Nicor Gas Exhibit 3.2, 123

the calculation produced an annual 2% limit of $46.9 million and a total 3-year reporting124

period cap of $140.8 million.125

Q. If Customer Select customers do not purchase the commodity from Nicor Gas, why 126

did the Company impute a gas cost for these customers?127

A Again, the intent of the statute is evident from the legislative discussion cited above 128

wherein the legislators explicitly noted that certified gas suppliers should be included 129

when considering the issue.  The inclusion of the certified gas suppliers, as opposed to 130

uncertified, was likely motivated by the fact that programs like Customer Select are 131

designed for residential and small commercial customers.132

Q. Did any intervening party disagree with the method for determining the budget 133

limitation?134

A. I do not believe so.  However, Staff witness Zuraski, AG witness Mosenthal and ELPC 135

witness Crandall each made adjustments to the Nicor Gas number that would increase the 136

budget limitation.  Put another way, their proposals would increase the amount of money 137

that Nicor Gas customers would pay to fund the Company’s EEP.138

Q. How does Staff witness Zuraski propose to adjust the Company’s proposed EEP 139

budget?140

A. Mr. Zuraski notes that Nicor Gas started with actual 2009 revenues, whereas Peoples Gas 141

Light and Coke Company (“Peoples Gas”), North Shore Gas Company (“North Shore”) 142
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and the Ameren Illinois gas utilities (“Ameren Illinois”) began with forecasted numbers.  143

(Staff Ex. 2.0, 7:127-31).  Apparently, Mr. Zuraski believes using forecasted revenues is 144

somehow more appropriate.  Therefore, he makes an arbitrary 20% increase to Nicor 145

Gas’ number as an attempt to better reflect what he feels is a more likely revenue stream 146

over the 3-year reporting period.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, 7:134-9:182; see also Staff Ex. 4.2).147

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Zuraski’s arbitrary 20% upward adjustment?148

A. No.  There are several reasons why I believe his adjustment is inappropriate.  First, while149

I am not an attorney, Nicor Gas’ use of its 2009 actual revenues appears consistent with 150

the Act.  Section 8-104(c) of the Act requires that gas utilities implement energy 151

efficiency programs to reduce consumption as compared to 2009 usage.  Using 2009 152

actual revenues to develop a budget to reduce 2009 usage clearly is consistent with the 153

Act. 154

Second, Mr. Zuraski’s proposal is an arbitrary adjustment, whereas Nicor Gas’ 155

number is based on actual revenues received.  While I share his concern that 2009 was 156

about 9% colder than normal, weather is an important factor, but not the most important 157

factor impacting Nicor Gas’ revenue.  Moreover, the colder than normal weather, if 158

anything, inflates Nicor Gas’ spending cap.  159

Finally, it is also worth emphasizing that 70% to 80% of Nicor Gas’ revenues can 160

be attributed to the sale and price of the natural gas commodity itself.  The significant 161

variability of gas prices, however, makes it extremely difficult to accurately forecast the 162

amount of revenue the Company will collect.163
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For example, looking at the first nine-month period for 2008, 2009, and 2010, 164

Nicor Gas’ operating revenues have varied from $2.33 billion in 2008, to $1.53 billion in 165

2009, to $1.60 billion in 2010.  Consequently, any forecast of Nicor Gas’ total revenues, 166

including Mr. Zuraski’s, is highly speculative.  It is Nicor Gas’ position that relying on 167

actual 2009 experience for determining the budget limitation, even though weather was 168

colder than normal, is a better approach and consistent with the Act.  169

Q. What adjustment to the budget limitation is proposed by AG witness Mosenthal?170

A. Mr. Mosenthal opines that Nicor Gas has incorrectly excluded revenues that may be 171

associated with therm deliveries to transportation customers other than those participating 172

in Customer Select.  It is my understanding that he would have Nicor Gas impute revenue 173

for this gas as it did for Customer Select.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 6:21-8:3).174

Q. What do you believe is Mr. Mosenthal’s definition of a retail customer?175

A. Mr. Mosenthal states, “In my experience a ‘retail customer’ of a local distribution gas 176

company refers to all its delivery customers that it has a retail relationship with—in other 177

words that it delivers gas to and sends a bill to—regardless of where they buy 178

commodity.”  (AG Ex. 1.0, 8:7-9).  Given that Nicor Gas does not send a commodity bill 179

to any of its transportation customers and only sends a distribution bill to about half of its 180

transportation customers, these customers would be excluded from consideration under 181

Mr. Mosenthal’s own definition.182

Q. Are there other reasons to reject Mr. Mosenthal’s proposal to include implied 183

commodity costs for transportation customers in the budget limitation?184
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A. Yes.  Staff witness Zuraski, Nicor Gas, Peoples Gas, North Shore and Ameren Illinois, 185

have all agreed that the intent of the Act was not to impute an amount of commodity 186

revenue associated with these transportation therms in the budget limit calculation.  The 187

intent of the Act is explicitly apparent in the transcripts of the legislative discussion 188

mentioned above.189

I believe that this exchange between legislators clearly shows that the value of the 190

commodity delivered to transportation customers is to be excluded from the budget 191

limitation amount, but that the value of the commodity for certified alternative gas 192

suppliers is to be included.  This is the method used by Nicor Gas, Peoples Gas, North 193

Shore Gas, Ameren Illinois and Staff witness Zuraski (with the exception of his proposed 194

20% adjustment).  Consequently, Nicor Gas believes Mr. Mosenthal’s recommendation195

to include a value for the commodity delivered to transportation customers is contrary to 196

the intent of the Act as reflected in the legislative discussion quoted above and should be 197

rejected by the Commission.198

Q. What are the impacts to ratepayers if the Commission were to accept 199

Mr. Mosenthal’s interpretation of Section 8-104(d)?200

A. Assuming that imputed commodity costs are calculated in the same manner as those for 201

Customer Select deliveries, the annual limit would be $62.8 million and $188.5 million 202

over the 3-year reporting period.  On an annual basis, this equates to a $16 million 203

increase in the spending cap and almost $50 million over the 3-year period when 204

compared to Nicor Gas’ proposal.205
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Q. Mr. Mosenthal also expressed concern on how subsection (m) customers were 206

treated in the calculations. (AG Ex. 1.0, 6:16-19).  How do you respond to this 207

concern?208

A. Subsection (m) of Section 8-104 allows customers that meet specific criteria to be either 209

exempt from Section 8-104 or be a “self-directing customer” which means they do their 210

own energy conservation programs within specified limits.  The customer must have 211

applied by February 2010 to the DCEO at which point the Department certified them as 212

being either exempt or self-directing customers.  The DCEO then notified Nicor Gas of 213

those customers that qualified for subsection (m) status.  Nicor Gas has calculated the 214

2009 total revenues and therms for these customers and has excluded the revenue in 215

determining the budget limit and excluded the therms in determining the annual goal 216

amounts.  Nicor Gas believes it has properly complied with the law.217

Q. What was ELPC witness Crandall’s recommendation with respect to the budget 218

limitations?219

A. Mr. Crandall recommends that Nicor Gas spend up to the budget limit as proposed by 220

Nicor Gas for each year of the 3-year reporting period.  (ELPC Ex. 1.0, 821-9:5).  He 221

opines that this would increase the probability of Nicor Gas reaching its goals.  (Id.)  222

Nicor Gas witness James Jerozal discusses the ELPC proposal to spend up to the budget 223

limit in more detail in Nicor Gas Exhibit 5.0.224

Q. At this time, is it appropriate to charge customers up to the budget limitation?225

A. No.  Nicor Gas has proposed a reasoned budget to reach the specified therm reduction 226

goals that increases over time.  With the matching of revenues to expenses through an 227
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annual reconciliation process, any over or under collection would be adjusted in future 228

years.  To knowingly over collect in one year would be unfair to customers.229

Q. Should the Commission have any other concerns with the budget proposals offered 230

by Staff, the AG and ELPC?  231

A. Yes.  It is important to remember that, pursuant to statute, customers will be paying for 232

Nicor Gas’ EEP.  In this regard, the statutory cost cap serves to limit the impact to 233

customers.  In reality, the Commission is being asked to determine whether, over the next 234

three years, customers should receive a $105.4 million rate increase (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.5 235

Rev.), a $140 million rate increase (ELPC’s proposal), a $168 million rate increase 236

(Staff’s proposal) or a $188 million rate increase (the AG’s proposal).  237

In summary, Nicor Gas proposes a budget that is consistent with the Act, while 238

working to limit the impact on customers.  Accordingly, the Commission should accept 239

Nicor Gas’ budget amount and its calculation of the budget limitation.240

V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN THERM GOAL DETERMINATION241

Q. What are the issues surrounding Section 8-104(c), which sets forth the annual and 242

cumulative therm goals for a utility’s energy efficiency plan?243

A. As with Section 8-104(d), the concern centers around the undefined term “retail 244

customer.”  Specifically, with respect to natural gas savings requirements, subsection (c) 245

states:246

…shall be based upon the total amount of gas delivered to retail 247
customers, other than the customers described in subsection (m) of 248
the Section, during calendar year 2009 multiplied by the applicable 249
percentage.250
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220 ILCS 5/8-104(d).  As with the budget limitation issue discussed above, the issue here 251

is whether therms delivered for transportation customers should be included in the therms 252

used to determine the savings goal.  Nicor Gas, Peoples Gas, North Shore and Ameren 253

Illinois have excluded these therms. (Staff Ex. 2.0, 4:81-5:97).  Staff witness Zuraski, 254

while not making a specific recommendation, provides an alternative calculation that 255

includes these large customer transportation therms.  (Staff Ex. 2.0, 6:109). AG witness 256

Mosenthal recommends that the transportation therms be included.  (AG Ex. 1.0, 4:13-257

17).258

Q. If the Commission were to accept the Staff and AG’s recommendations, which it 259

should not, have they correctly calculated the annual and cumulative goals with 260

transportation therms?  261

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas agrees that the therm goals shown in Staff Exhibit 2.2 would be the 262

alternative therm goals.263

Q. What is the basis for Nicor Gas’ decision to exclude the transportation therms?264

A. Just as the legislature’s intended definition of a retail customer led to conflicting 265

calculations of the budget limitation, the legislative intent of the term retail is at issue 266

here.  Referring to the legislative discussion quoted above, while the conversation that 267

takes place is with regard to the budget limitation, the legislators’ understanding and use 268

of the terms retail and wholesale clearly defines their intent within the statute, which 269

parallels Nicor Gas’ understanding of the term retail.  Paradoxically, Staff appears to 270

agree with Nicor Gas regarding the legislator’s intent behind the word retail in the 271

context of calculating the budget limitation, but appears to believe a contradictory 272

meaning when used earlier on in the same statute.  Nicor Gas is consistent in that it 273
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excludes volumes of gas purchased by its transportation customers and excludes dollars 274

paid to the alternative gas suppliers for those volumes in calculating the budget 275

limitation. 276

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Mosenthal’s claim that Customer Select customers are 277

being treated differently than the Company’s transportation customers?  (AG 278

Ex. 1.0, 9:4-19).279

A. Again, the legislators explicitly note that certified gas suppliers should be included when 280

considering the issue.  The inclusion of certified gas suppliers, as opposed to uncertified 281

gas suppliers, was likely motivated by the fact that programs like Customer Select are 282

designed for residential and small commercial customers.  Nicor Gas treats this group 283

consistently by including their therms in the gas goals and an imputed gas cost in the 284

budget limitation.  (See Staff Ex. 2.0, 5:98-6:109; AG Ex. 1.0, 4:13-17, 6:21-7:16).285

Q. What would be the impact on Nicor Gas and its customers if the therm reduction 286

goals are increased by 42% as proposed by Messrs. Zuraski and Mosenthal?287

A. For Nicor Gas, the first challenge would be to develop and implement energy efficiency288

plans to address the 42% increase to the goal.  Second, aside from the Company’s 289

position that the proposals of Staff and AG are inconsistent with the Act, their proposals 290

would exacerbate the Company’s inability to recover Commission-approved costs for 291

providing distribution service.  Given the Commission’s decision to exclude recovery of 292

such costs through Rider 30 (which the Company may address in future pleadings), 293

adopting the proposals of Messrs. Zuraski and Mosenthal will have a direct, negative 294

financial impact to the Company, which is contrary to the express intent of Section 8-104.  295

Consequently, an increase in the therm goals would hasten the day when Nicor Gas 296
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would need to file for rate relief in order to recover its prudent and reasonable cost of 297

providing gas distribution service. 298

VI. PROPOSED CHANGES TO RIDER 30, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN COST 299
RECOVERY (“RIDER 30”)300

Q. Staff witness Jones recommends that employee incentive compensation costs not be 301

recovered in Rider 30.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, 2:36-6:135).  What is your response?302

A. Nicor Gas should be permitted to recover these costs as provided for in the Act.303

Q. Staff witness Jones states that the proposed EEP budgets include incentive 304

compensation.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, 3:46-50).  Is this an accurate statement?305

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas intends to recover all incremental employment costs associated with 306

employees that are administering the EEP, including incentive compensation.307

Q. Would the incentive compensation plans currently in effect for Nicor Gas be 308

applicable to employees working on the EEP and subject to proposed Rider 30?309

A. No.  Nicor Gas will develop different incentive goals that have incentive criteria specific 310

to the success of the approved EEP.311

Q. Why is Nicor Gas including incentive compensation for employees working solely on 312

the EEP in its costs recovered under proposed Rider 30?313

A. Section 8-104(a) states in part, “[i]t is the policy of the State that natural gas utilities and 314

the Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity are required to use cost-315

effective energy efficiency to reduce direct and indirect costs to consumers.  It serves the 316

public interest to allow natural gas utilities to recover costs for reasonably and prudently 317

incurred expenses for cost-effective energy efficiency measures.”  220 ILCS 5/8-104(a).  318
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Because these programs serve the public interest and a cost of these programs is the 319

administration of the programs, which reasonably includes employee costs, incentive 320

compensation costs should be included as a recoverable cost.321

Furthermore, Section 8-104(e) states in part, “[a] utility providing approved 322

energy efficiency measures in this State shall be permitted to recover costs of those 323

measures through an automatic adjustment clause tariff filed with and approved by the 324

Commission.  The tariff shall be established outside the context of a general rate case and 325

shall be applicable to the utility’s customers other than the customers described in 326

subsection (m) of this Section.” 220 ILCS 5/8-104(e).  Consequently, the Commission 327

should approve recovery of these costs in this proceeding. There is no need to wait until 328

some unknown future date for a rate case proceeding, as suggested by Ms. Jones.  (Staff 329

Ex. 4.0, 6:133-35).330

Q Do the current Commission-approved energy efficiency cost recovery riders of 331

Commonwealth Edison (“ComEd”) and Ameren Illinois specifically exclude 332

incentive compensation as a recoverable cost?333

A. No.  Both utilities’ tariffs allow for the recovery of incremental expenses for wages, 334

salaries, and benefits associated with employees’ work on the energy efficiency plans.  335

There is no caveat that incentive compensation should be excluded from these costs as 336

recommended by Ms. Jones.337

Q. Has Ms. Jones provided any persuasive arguments for excluding incentive 338

compensation costs from cost recovery?339
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A. No.  Her only support is a Commission decision in a ComEd case relating to the utility’s 340

voluntary AMP program.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, 5:93-6:118).  ComEd can choose what costs it 341

wants to include through this voluntary program.  However, this proceeding concerns 342

statutorily mandated energy efficiency plans.  Moreover, the law provides for recovery of 343

program costs, of which incentive compensation would be one.344

Q. Does Ms. Jones discuss the reasonableness or prudence of incentive compensation 345

costs associated with energy efficiency plans?346

A. No.  The only reason she presents for removing incentive compensation costs from 347

recoverable costs is that allowing incentive compensation cost recovery could prolong 348

contested proceedings in annual reconciliations.  (Staff Ex. 4.0, 2:39-41).349

Q. Is removing the discussion of the reasonableness and prudence of incentive 350

compensation costs from the annual reconciliation process a valid reason for 351

disallowing cost recovery through Rider 30?352

A. Absolutely not.  Since these are costs associated with the EEP and the law specifically 353

provides for the costs to be recovered through a rider established outside of a rate case 354

proceeding, the reconciliation proceeding is precisely the venue for the discussion.  In 355

particular, these costs are to be recovered through Rider 30, which would not be included 356

in a rate case proceeding.357

Additionally, over the past decade, the Commission has made it perfectly clear in 358

its rate case rulings that only those incentive compensation costs that benefit ratepayers 359

should be recovered from ratepayers.  (See Nicor Gas Rate Case, Docket No. 04-0779, 360

Order at 42-46 (Sep. 20, 2005)).  Nicor Gas intends to have an incentive compensation 361
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plan for these employees that is based on performance of the EEP, which benefits 362

ratepayers.  The Commission can rule on the reasonableness and prudence of the EEP363

during the first annual reconciliation proceedings.  Acceptance of Staff’s position places 364

the Commission in the awkward position of ruling in a rate case on the prudence of a cost 365

that should be recovered through the state-mandated cost recovery rider.  The annual 366

reconciliation proceedings are the appropriate place for the prudence review.367

Finally, while I am not an attorney, I believe that Commission approval of Nicor 368

Gas’ proposed cost recovery of incentive compensation would not restrict in any way the 369

Commission’s review of the reasonableness and prudence of the specific incentive 370

compensation costs during the reconciliation process.371

VII. FINAL RIDER 29, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN RECONCILIATION372

Q. Staff witness Hendrickson proposes an alternative method of handling any over or 373

under collection of Rider 29, Energy Efficiency Plan (“Rider 29”) costs when this 374

plan terminates and the new energy efficiency plan begins on June 1, 2011.  (Staff 375

Ex. 3.0, 5:104-6:128).  What is your response to Mr. Hendrickson’s proposal?376

A. Mr. Hendrickson proposes that any over or under collection of costs for Rider 29 be 377

added to Factor RIC in the Rider 30 formula for calculating the charges for each of the 378

three rate classes.  This is the method I propose for any final minimal dollar amounts that 379

may remain after the reconciliation amount is charged as a one-time adjustment to the 380

appropriate monthly customer charges.  However, I considered but rejected this method 381

for the initial reconciliation.382
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Q. Why did you reject this method for the initial reconciliation amount?383

A. It is simply a question of fairness.  Rider 29 charges its costs on a monthly customer 384

charge basis.  Proposed Rider 30 would collect its revenues on a per therm basis.  This 385

means, for example, all residential customers have paid the same amount into Rider 29 386

regardless of their use.  If the reconciliation dollars are charged or refunded based on 387

therms used, different amounts would go to different customers leading to an unequal 388

distribution of the dollars.  If dollars are to be refunded, large use residential customers 389

would get a larger refund than small use customers, though they originally paid the same 390

amount. The same would apply to customers on Rate 4, General Service and Rate 74, 391

General Transportation Service.  To avoid this uneven distribution, I recommended 392

adding the reconciliation amount to the monthly customer charge for one month.  In this 393

manner, each customer gets the same portion of the reconciliation dollars as they did for 394

the original charges.395

Q. Is there any other fairness concern you have with Mr. Hendrickson’s proposal?396

A. Yes.  Rider 29 applies to residential customers and those customers on Rate 4 and 74.  397

However, under Rider 30, customers served on Rate 5, Seasonal Use Service and Rate 398

75, Seasonal Use Transportation Service are combined with Rate 4 and 74 customers to 399

form the Small Commercial Customer group.  Under Mr. Hendrickson’s proposal, about 400

120 customers on Rate 5 and Rate 75 would be subject to the Rider 29 reconciliation 401

amount even though they were not subject to the Rider.  If the reconciliation results in a 402

refund to customers, these customers would get a credit even though they never paid any 403

money for Rider 29.  Likewise, if the reconciliation results in a charge to customers, these 404

customers would pay for something that gave them no benefits.405
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Q. Do you have an alternative approach for handling the Rider 29 reconciliation 406

amount?407

A. It is possible for Nicor Gas and Staff to come to an agreement on how to handle the 408

reconciliation amount once the final number is determined.  If in fact it is a relatively 409

small amount, say less than $1 million, the inequity of the per therm allocation of the 410

dollars may be small enough not to provide any windfall or significant charge to any 411

particular customers.  In that case, a per therm allocation would be appropriate.  412

However, if the reconciliation is significant, then I think the allocation should be on a 413

customer basis to avoid any inequities. I recommend the Commission allow the Company 414

and Staff determine the more appropriate method for allocating any reconciliations 415

balance once the magnitude of the balance is determined.416

Q. Mr. Hendrickson notes a typographical error in Rider 30.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, 6:130-35).  417

Do you agree with his finding?418

A. The paragraph referred to by Mr. Hendrickson has been stricken from the tariff and thus 419

the issue is moot.420

VIII. CONCLUSION421

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?422

A. Yes.423
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